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Type M - Words of Most Similar Meaning
In these questions find the two words that are most similar in meaning. There
must be one from the first group and one from the second group. Write the
two words in the final column.
Example lean, loan, bend
1
assist, insist, ask
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

fat, slim, borrow
lean, slim
hinder, help, hurry
perform, show,
sit, reply, act
theatre
build, demolish, plan fail, destroy, crack
join, button, fix
mend, adjust, alter
forbid, allow, ask
relent, prohibit, give
official, real, artificial artful, meal, fake
muck, chuckle, tuck sigh, shout, laugh
fill, hot, chilly
cold, bold, old
chop, chase, cheer
boo, book, cut
scared, happy,
brave, clever, stupid
talented
felt, fault, for
error, melt, fix
forwards, further,
rage, backwards,
fury
sigh
happy, confident,
joyous, scared,
keen
mean
celebrate, prey,
food, abstain, pray
worship
stow, blow, straw
glow, suck, store
ruler, worker,
holiday, trousers,
jumper
leader
feather, ostrich,
easel, paper, pen
pencil
test, stain, mane
mark, main, clean
weep, wipe, tissue
swipe, paper, cry
nice, precise, mice
bird, horrid, exact
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Answers Type M – Words of Most Similar Meaning
Example lean, loan, bend

fat, slim, borrow

lean, slim

1

assist, insist, ask

hinder, help, hurry

assist, help

2

sit, reply, act

perform, show,
theatre

act, perform

3

build, demolish, plan fail, destroy, crack

demolish, destroy

4

join, button, fix

mend, adjust, alter

fix, mend

5

forbid, allow, ask

relent, prohibit, give forbid, prohibit

6

official, real, artificial artful, meal, fake

artificial, fake

7

muck, chuckle, tuck

sigh, shout, laugh

chuckle, laugh

8

fill, hot, chilly

cold, bold, old

chilly, cold

9

chop, chase, cheer

boo, book, cut

chop, cut

10

brave, clever, stupid

scared, happy,
talented

clever, talented

11

felt, fault, for

error, melt, fix

fault, error

forwards, further,
fury
happy, confident,
keen
celebrate, prey,
worship

rage, backwards,
sigh
joyous, scared,
mean
food, abstain, pray

prey, food

stow, blow, straw

glow, suck, store

stow, store

ruler, worker,
jumper
feather, ostrich,
pencil

holiday, trousers,
leader

ruler, leader

easel, paper, pen

pencil, pen

18

test, stain, mane

mark, main, clean

stain, mark

19

weep, wipe, tissue

swipe, paper, cry

weep, cry

20

nice, precise, mice

bird, horrid, exact

precise, exact

12
13
14
15
16
17

fury, rage
happy, joyous
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